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History tells us where there is fear, anxiety and vulnerability, there is 
exploitation.

Fraudsters thrive on vulnerability, human curiosity and error.

Opportunity
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Keep Vigilant
In the next few slides, we have highlighted several emerging fraud 
trends arising during this time. 

Some of you may have seen these already or experienced these,
many of you will have thankfully spotted them.

Yet, not everyone will see them, especially the most vulnerable, as 
many of these scams will look very authentic to the untrained or 
unsuspected eye.

These are a selection of fake awareness emails, encouraging end 
users to click on a link. 
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These are some examples of text 
related messages that users have 
received on their mobile phones. 

Again enticing the user to click 
through to the link, usually with an 
offer of “relief money”.
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These are some examples 
with our own UK 
Government logos. 

They look relatively 
authentic; especially if you 
have registered your email 
address with the HMRC.

Many of you might actually 
anticipate receiving 
correspondence from the 
Government and 
unfortunately, click on 
these links



We are all probably ordering a lot more goods and 
products online, from auction sites and shopping sources. 

Be careful. Always check the seller’s details, verify the 
origin, and especially look at the feedback reviews, looking 
for negative customer comments. 

“If it is too good to be true, it probably is” and “you pay for 
what you get”. Or in some of these cases, what you don’t
get.

You might also be buying counterfeit goods which are a 
danger to your safety. 

There have been examples that counterfeit “sanitisers” are 
actually using bleach instead of alcohol, causing 
significant burn injuries to hands.
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Keep Vigilant
Watch out for these emerging trends:

• Phishing emails advising that the recipient’s mailbox is full but 
that they can increase their storage space “free of charge” by 
clicking on the link provided

• Emails and text messages to parents/carers offering free school 
meals for their children subject to providing their bank details

• Unregistered Charities and “GoFundMe” style pages requesting 
financial donations and sponsorship for Covid-19 related projects

• Increase in fake grant & funding businesses
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Keep Vigilant
Watch out for these emerging trends:

• Fraudsters requesting advance fees to assist with emergency 
supply chain procurement then disappearing once payment has 
been made

• Emails offering TV License refunds and Supermarket delivery 
slots

• Fake websites selling personal protective equipment and supplies

• Access to “free” webinars, online courses and Corona tracking 
Apps subject to providing personal & banking details

• An increase in PlayStation, console & game-based malware
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Keep Vigilant
Watch out for these emerging trends:

• Illegal selling of NHS prescription medicines

• Delivery service phishing emails with DHL, FedEx and UPS logos

• Fake payroll and document signing links within emails

• Fraudulent streaming sites with insecure payment pages

• Department of Education free IT equipment emails
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Keep Vigilant
Watch out for these current trends:

• Data breaches relating to remote working and unauthorised
access to personal information

• There are concerns about unprotected devices that would not be 
permitted in the workplace being used by employees working at 
home

• Disgruntled furloughed/redundant employees stealing company 
information such as client lists and proposals

• With call centres moving to home working there are concerns that 
organised crime groups look to exploit
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Methods to keep you secure:

• Ensure remote laptop/device systems are secure and updated.

• Regularly update all antivirus software platforms.

• Secure your home Wi-Fi network. 

• Make sure you are not using the default password which is 
written on the router – these can be easily found online!

• Apply strong passwords and implement 2-factor-authentication
on all devices.

Stay Safe
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Methods to keep you secure:

• Report all suspicious emails to the National Cyber Security Centre 
(NCSC) at report@phishing.gov.uk

• https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/information/report-suspicious-emails

• Do not be tempted to make short cuts

• Liaise with your team members and share experiences of 
suspicious activity

Stay Safe
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How can organisations protect themselves from fraud?

• Awareness is key. Ensure all colleagues know about these frauds.

• Keep talking with and listen to your employees, understand and 
where possible, support their challenges.

• If a suspicion of fraud has arisen, trust your instincts and develop 
the next course of action.

• Notify your bank immediately if you see any unusual activity on 
your account or suspect fraud has occurred.

Stay Safe
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How can organisations protect themselves from fraud?

• Verify all invoices, as well as requests to change bank account 
details.

• Always review financial transactions to check for inconsistencies & 
errors, such as misspelt names of payees.

• To check if a request is legitimate, contact the 
supplier directly using established contact details you have on file, 
preferably by phone.

Stay Safe
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How can organisations protect themselves from fraud?

• Access to sensitive financial information should be carefully 
controlled.

• Dispose of confidential documents by cross-shredding them.

• Perform background checks on all new vendors, agents, third 
parties to reduce the likelihood of fraud.

• Remain vigilant whilst working online, do not click on emails or 
links that you cannot verify.

Stay Safe
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